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We care
From July 15-20 my family was in the hills of western Connecticut at the UCC Silver Lake
Camp and Conference Center. We helped to facilitate camp for 4th and 5th graders, while
enjoying time together as a family and being outside in nature.
My favorite part of summer camp was watching how
quickly the campers were able to bond and start
becoming a community. Children who did not know
each other became friends quickly and cared for one
another.
One of my favorite moments was when a homesick child
said to her new friend, “Even though I want to go home,
I am excited to stay so I can watch you pass your swim
test.”
St. Paul’s is like a year-long summer camp community
for children and adults. We care for and support one
another in so many ways.
Let us invite others to become a part of this community, so they too can feel this kind of
joy.
Journeying with you,
Pastor Jill

Storytelling. I wonder how many stories I have read or heard in my life. It’s kind of mind-boggling to
consider. When I try to even estimate, my brain gets caught in the same against-the-wall loop as when I
try to imagine inRinity or the edge of the universe. I come from a family of storytellers. We always manage
to Rind ourselves around a kitchen table. The oldest sometimes repeat a story and we listen like it was the
Rirst telling. The youngest like to join in the laughter. Our stories, like threads, weave through us and bind
us close. In my family, as it may be in yours, storytelling is a family ritual.
I wonder how many stories you have read or heard in your lifetime. I wonder how many stories your
children have heard so far; and not just from books, but from you, your family, and their friends. We are
all storytellers of some kind. We are all shaped by the stories we hear. And we all, in turn, become
shapers with the stories we tell.
As the Christian Education team prepares the Fall 2017 curriculum, I’ve been thinking about the value of
storytelling in a child’s faith formation. In her book Making a Home for Faith: Nurturing the Spiritual Life
of your Children, Elizabeth Caldwell suggests that a child’s best faith-shaping resource are the stories
from her parents and family. Sometimes, though, adults are intimidated by a child’s religious questions.
Sometimes adults sideline their storytelling skills because they think they need to Rind a “right answer.”
Caldwell asks adults to trust their own stories, “Living our faith with children can be as simple as
listening and talking with each other. In the asking of religious questions . . . what ‘children are really
asking is for us to reveal and share ourselves and our faith, not to provide some dogmatic answers . . .
’” (23).
Caldwell offers a list of Rive guidelines for sharing faith with children: telling stories, celebrating, praying,
living our faith, and performing faithful acts of service and witness (from Bringing Up Children in the
Christian Faith by John Westheroff). Which ones are a part of your family? Maybe tell a story to your kids
about one of them.
Peace,
Liz Patz

Religion in the News
Millennials cling to their smartphones and tablets, but few are downloading any religious apps.
During a presentation at the 2017 Black Leadership Summit, Emily Hardman, Canterbury Fellow with the
Becket Fund for Religious Liberty, said Millennials believe in religious freedom, but not religious practice.
“They think [religious freedom] is merely just a choice, and it’s troubling to see that so many don’t know
what it means more than just choosing—it means practicing that faith in a meaningful and authentic
way,” said Hardman.
A 2015 survey of the tech group revealed the following:
•
•
•

58% of Millennials agree that religion is personal and should not play a signiRicant role in society;
Millennials are 13% more secular than older generations; and
Religious liberty considered by Millennials as “very important” is a rate signiRicantly less than
older Americans.

Mission Ministry
St. Paul’s is helping with a Habitat Build-a-Day on Aug. 19 and we will need a group of 12 volunteers. All
volunteers must register and sign-up online and sign a safety waiver. Participants must be at least 16
years old.
Place: 793 Parkway in Elgin
Time: 8:30 – 4 p.m. (weather permitting, if extremely hot weather it will be a shorter day)
If you are interested in volunteering please e-mail Barb Kamp by Aug. 4 at Barb.Kamp@yahoo.com and
she will send you all the information.
Blessing of the Backpacks
Students of all ages are invited to bring their backpacks to church on Sunday, Aug. 13, to receive a backto-school blessing and a special gift.
ACTS at Work
ACTS had a work day in early June. We organized the kitchen at the church, painted Liz's ofRice, planted
the garden, Rilled the planters with Rlowers, pulled lots of weeds, trimmed and pulled out some bushes
and Rilled two truckloads of branches for Doug Volkening to take home and burn. The workday was
Rinished with a potluck lunch.
Financially Speaking
The total receipts for the month of July were $30,769.99. Our spendable income came to $30,769.99,
including our OCWM income of $318. This also included a bequest from the Enola Lee Crouse Trust.
We had charitable income of $33 for the month of July, which was for PADS from the sale of the
vegetables from the garden. We have also collected 51 pairs of shoes to be given to the First Baptist
Church “Step It Up” Shoe Drive for underprivileged students.
A little update on the “J” Dollars: We have collected $19,358 since its inception. The total bill for the sign
and electricity to the sign is $20,340. Once we collect enough to pay off the remainder ($982) we will
revisit the idea of this endeavor and either discontinue it or start planning on collecting for something
else.
Heritage Fest
St. Paul’s Third Annual Heritage Fest will be held Saturday, Oct. 3, from 3 to 7 p.m. More details are to
follow. If you have any questions, please contact Dale Volkening at 847.987.3378.

Birthdays and Anniversaries
Those celebrating a birthday in the month of August are:
Sharlene Gould (Aug. 8)
Florence Drafall (Aug. 10)
Audrey Heinrich (Aug. 11)
Becky Kelly (Aug. 11)
Bonnie Starr (Aug. 13)
Christy Volkening (Aug. 17)
Gordon Flentge (Aug. 21)

Patricia Thompson (Aug. 8)
Sandy Volkening (Aug. 10)
Ody Kamp (Aug. 11)
Judy Volkening (Aug. 11)
Kay Guptail (Aug. 16)
Patricia Schmoldt (Aug. 20)
Katie Kaye (Aug. 24)

Those celebrating an anniversary in the month of August are:
Myron and Linda Meglin (Aug. 1)
Lee and Nicole Thielke (Aug. 30)

Bill and Kay Guptail (Aug. 26)

August Greeters
Aug. 6 Janet Werner and Polly Russell
Aug. 20 Bob and Mary Wilms

Aug. 13 Mike and Karen Westerman
Aug. 27 Judy Olsen and Marjory Dralle

We want your pictures
If you take pictures at a church event please email them to Linda at stpauls4me@yahoo.com. Please
include any descriptions. Your photos could appear in the digital edition of The Chimes.

